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Working and feeling good wherever you want.



Versatile, flexible and discreet: 
a perfect example of a solo desk.
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The personal secretaire is back – re-interpreted for the modern age and elegant 
at the same time. The Sedus secretair is a versatile mobile station for temporary 
working and stands out due to its light, uncluttered appearance. The fresh 
design and the high-quality materials ensure privacy and a homely ambience. 
It is not only in open-space structures that secretair creates places that invite 
people who need somewhere to concentrate closely on their work and where 
they also feel at home. 



Specialist in versatility.
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Thanks to its contours and its mobility, secretair 
can easily be adapted to accommodate new require-
ments. From circular groupings that facilitate 
communication to arrangements where they are 
placed one behind the other to encourage maxi-
mum concentration. 

secretair can be used to design the most varied 
of scenarios and be re-arranged in just a few 
minutes. The built-in equipment is also multi-
facetted. Light, shelves and electrification make 
secretair into an autonomous workstation for the 
most varied of activities. 
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Mobile. Due to two 

smooth-running castors, 

the position and orien-

tation of secretair can be 

effortlessly altered.

Uncluttered. Directly under 

the working surface, there 

is a drawer for personal 

belongings or pens etc.

Communicative. On 

request, secretair can be 

supplied with an attachable 

multiple socket strip for 

notebooks, tablets etc.

Practical. The metal shelf 

also serves as a magnet 

board, while the variety of 

optional colours enables 

individualisation.

Focused. As an option,  

secretair can be equipped 

with a luminaire that 

supports concentrated 

working.
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Membrane covers

Metal shelf

L20 black N10 oak

Linoleum Likewood melamine

white sand raspberry black

Eye-catcher. The oak-like melamine has the optical and 

haptic characteristics of a veneer and, at the same time,  

all the advantages of melamine: robust and lightfast.

G11 natural pearB26 natural beech B21 mid brown beech D12 natural walnutC11 natural oak

E41 natural ash F31 natural cherryH11 natural mapleE46 light grey ashE10 white ash

C17 wenge varnished oakB23 walnut varnished beech E45 black ashD11 dark walnut

Real wood veneer

K70 graphite blackK16 dark grey 

K66 walnut K65 zebrano K72 oliveK59beech K71 ebony

K58 arctic whiteK74 natural white K60 mapleK69 acaciaA14 pure white

M69 creme M70 black M71 anthraciteM67 white

Melamines

Permanently attractive. The lightweight transparent cover, made with the three-dimensional  

knitting method, is highly elastic and is always in shape.

secretair can be individualised stylishly with selected surfaces and high-quality real-wood veneers.  
Moreover, the metal shelf, which also serves as a magnet board, can be used as a distinguishing  
colour feature. A coherent design concept with which secretair bridges the gap between main office  
and home office.



ISO 14001
ISO 9001
ISO 50001

Company:

Sustainability down to 
the smallest detail.
Sustainability and “Made in Germany” quality 
are among the central corporate principles that 
Sedus has adhered to for more than 50 years. 
Principles that the Sedus secretair also embraces 
and that reflect recycling-oriented product 
design, ecologically tested materials, resource-
sparing and energy-conscious manufacturing 
and permanent quality tests.

Solvent-free powder coating instead of conven-
tional paint is therefore used to make secretair. 
In addition, only three dif ferent types of mate-
rial, namely wood, metal and fabric, are used 
for secretair. These can easily be sorted later 
into dif ferent substances and recycled.

You will find more information at  
www.sedus.com/en/ecology

Sustainable and near. 

Real-wood veneers from 

sustainable local forests 

are not only fascinatingly 

beautiful but also reduce 

the number of kilometres 

over which the wood has  

to be transported.  

Details at:

www.sedus.com/micro-

sites/medien/videos/

furnierarbeiten

Innovative laser edge.

Superb seamless edging 

that combines robust-

ness, attractiveness and 

environment-friendliness 

harmoniously. 
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Sedus secretair: Around the world, Sedus 

adheres to the principles  

of the UN Global Compact 

for human rights, labour 

standards, the environ-

ment and anti-corruption.
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